(To Regulators intro by Warren G)
Regulators    Programmers
We regulate any stealing of his property    We program anything you give us, Ola
And we damn good too    And we damn good too
But you can't beat any geek off the street, But you can't be any geek off the street
Gotta be handy with the steel    Gutta be handy with the eclipse
If you know what I mean, earn your keep    If you know what I mean, earn your keep
Regulators!    Programmers!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(To Dirrty by Christina Aguilera)
Ah, nerdy
Filthy (filthy)
Nasty (ho), ola you nasty? (yeah)
Too nerdy to clean my act up
If you ain't nerdy
You ain't here to program (woo!)

Ooh, I'm overdue    Oh I've had enough
Gimme some room    Didn't do huff
I'm coming through    This is too tough
Paid my dues    Big-O and recurrence
In the mood    What is this stuff?
Me and my girls gonna shake the room    Can't pay attention because Owen's just so buff.

DJ's spinning (show your hands)    Who's that kid always playing computer games?
Let's get dirty (that's my jam)    Ola thinks bubble sort is lame.
I need that, uh, to get me off    Haven't gotten any grades back at all
Sweat'n til my clothes come off    Joined imawiner.com earlier this fall.

It's explosive, speakers are pumpin'    Searching and sorting, where is my Turing?
Still jumping, six in the morning    use the MVC, this stuff is boring.
Table dancing, glasses are crashin'    Out of bounds errors, eclipse is crashing
No question, time for some action    I don't like your GUI, and what the hell is hashing?

Temperature's up (can you feel it)    Recursion is the worst
'bout to erupt    I'd use a for loop first
Gonna get my girls    Gunna get my eclipse
Get your boys    Get your javadoc
Gonna make some noise    Gunna write some pseudocodee

Wanna get rowdy    wanna get geeky
Gonna get a little unruly    working on this program all week-y
Get it fired up in a hurry    when I do my APTs I get freaky
Wanna get dirrty    wanna get nerdy
It's about time that I came to start the party its about time that we actually got some grades back
Sweat dripping over my body    an OO abomination is a stack
Dancing getting just a little naughty    why aren't we learning java 5? that's whack
Wanna get dirrty    wanna get nerdy
It's about time for my arrival    its about time I write my README.
Uh what?  Uh What?

(To Toxic by Britney Spears)
Baby can't you see  Ola can’t you see
I’m callin       I’m failing
A guy like you   a class like this
should wear a warnin should’ve been a warning
it's dangerous its dangerous
I'm fallin       I feel like bailing

There's no escape I hate linked lists
I can't wait      and trees and nodes
I need a hit      what happened to vectors?
baby give me it   and what are catches and throws?
you're dangerous they're dangerous
I'm lovin it     I cant write the code

Too high         Too hard
can't come down  can’t understand
losin my head    what’s system dot out dot printin?
spinnin round and round im more of a cout fan.
do you feel me now just fail me now

With a taste of your lips With another null exception
I'm on a ride      I just want to cryyyyy
you're Toxic      your’e toxic
I'm slippin under my grades are slipping

With a taste You pretend to give out points in class
of a poison paradise but it’s all a lieee
I'm addicted to you your tests are too long
don't cha know that you're toxic?  don’t you know that you’re toxic?

Twenty-five years and my life is still 10 hours later and it still won't compile
Trying to get up that great big hill of hope My stack won't stack and it won’t read in my text file.
For a destination I need some more coffee.
And I realized quickly when I knew I shouldForgot to initialize the counter and import java.io
That the world was made up of this why oh why do we always have to do big oh?
brotherhood of man
For whatever that means I don’t care about efficiency.
And so I cry sometimes And so I cry sometimes
When I'm lying in bed when I’m sitting at my computer
Just to get it all out I try debugging,
What's in my head or to make the code a little cuter
And I am feeling a little peculiar But it—it still won’t compile.
And so I wake in the morning And I step outside What’s the ascii value for a capital B?
And I take a deep breath and I get real high How many bits in a byte
and what's an expression tree?
And I scream at the top of my lungs
And I scream at the top of my lungs
What's going on?  What's going on?
And I say, hey hey hey hey
And I say, hey hey hey hey
I said hey, what's going on?
I said hey, what's going on?